Put on the base garments comprised of a shirt top and pants.
Each pant leg will need the cuff wrapping finished. There is an inside and outside length of fabric extending from the pant cuff.

Tuck loose end of inside wrap through the outside slit in the pant cuff.
Pull the inside wrap all the way through the outside fabric loop till the cuff is snug around the leg.

Wrap both of the fabric lengths around the leg in an over/under wrap pattern.
Wrap the leg cuff until there is about three to four inches of fabric remaining on the loose end of the wraps.

Tie the ends of the fabric into an overhand knot then tuck the loose ends under the wrap.
The finished leg cuff wrap should look like this.

Each sleeve will need the wrapping finished.
Wrap loose end of crepe fabric with 1/2” to 3/4” overlap down to the wrist.

Then begin winding back up the forearm sleeve with the same 1/2” to 3/4” overlap.
Wrap the sleeve until there is about three to four inches of fabric remaining on the loose end of the wrap.

Tuck loose end under finished wrap.
Put on the drape tunic. The fabric loop should be on the outside of the left leg.
Affix the shoulder strap at the collar with the translucent snap fasteners.

Then attach the strap at the shoulder seam with the translucent snap fasteners.
Align the front elastic panel so the drape tunic sashes crisscross over the chest.
Position the leather belt so the cord wrapping is located at your left hip and the square rings are at your right hip.
Loop the loose end of the belt over the first ring and under the second ring. Pull the loose end of the belt until it feels tight on your waist.

Weave the loose end of the belt through the belt loops to secure it.
Thread the lower belt strap through the double square rings.

Loop the loose end of the belt over the first ring and under the second ring. Weave the loose end of the belt through the belt loops to finish the belt.
Rey’s belt pouch is attached by two metal spring clips.

Clip the belt pouch to the lower belt loop.
Position the leather wristlet so the wide end lays flat on the forearm and the loose end is pointing away from your body.

Thread the loose end through the first loop.
Loop the loose end of the strap back over the first loop so that it folds over itself.

Weave the loose end of the strap through the second loop and pull snug.
Weave the loose end of the strap through the third loop to finish.
Congratulations, you are now finished.